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New Student Center plans on hold
By SARA HACKING
Staff Writer

The highly anticipated construction
of the new Student Center featuring a
new health and wellness center, dining
service center and student union has
encountered unexpected delays.
A fee to fund construction of the
Student Center was approved last
year, paving the way for MSUM to proceed with a pre-design for the center,
said vice president of student affairs
Warren Wiese.
The university hired a firm to do a
space allocation assessment for the
square-foot requirements of the areas
the project, including office, food ser-

vices and fitness space.
“The
(MnSCU)
Office
of
the
Chancellor gave us the go-ahead to
begin the actual planning process
rather than just the space design work
that was done,” Wiese said. “Quite
frankly, that’s where we’ve got hung
up.”
MSUM selected the architectural firm
Hastings & Chivetta hoping they would
begin the detailed design plans for the
Student Center in February.
“That didn’t happen,” Wiese said.
“The contract for them to begin work
really had a more extensive review
than what we were anticipating.”
Wiese said the terms of the contract
and some of the legal language caused

the contract to be passed back and
forth for review and revision between
the Office of the Attorney General and
the Chancellor’s office, causing delay.
“It’s a large, complicated project,”
Weise said. “Through that process, it’s
eaten up nearly two months of what
would have been our original design
time.”
Weise said the law doesn’t allow them
to work with the architects until the
contract is signed. Wiese expects the
contract to be signed soon. The contract needs the signature of Vice
Chancellor for Finance as well as “a
host of other signatures,” Wiese said.
“Just to make sure everybody’s read it
and agrees to the terms.”

Debilitating stroke won’t
deter senior from graduating
By GLENN TORNELL
Special to The Advocate

It was a sunny fall day
when 21-year-old MSUM
sophomore
Krista
Ott
dr ove
h o m e
a f t e r
paying a
few bills
on the
Internet
at
the
Fargo
Library.
“I just Ott
wasn’t feeling right,” she
said. “I wanted to get back
to my apartment and sleep
before going back to class.”
But she only made it a
few blocks, before hitting a
parked car near Broadway,
then backing up and hitting another car.
Although she was a college rugby player in peak
health, Ott had just had a
stroke.
The next day, after six

hours of brain surgery, she
awoke at the Mayo Clinic’s
St. Mary’s Hospital. The
left side of her body was
paralyzed.
“I couldn’t do anything,”
she said. “I couldn’t stand,
swallow, walk, sit up or
remember
what
happened.”
While the MeritCare
LifeFlight helicopter flew
Ott to the Mayo Clinic, a
Fargo emergency room
physician informed her
father in a telephone call
that his daughter was in a
deteriorating coma.
“He asked me about
organ donations and life
support and told me to be
ready to make some difficult decisions,” her father,
Marvin Ott, said.
But ultimately, Krista
was the one who made the
most difficult decision.
Now, three years after her
debilitating stoke, Krista
will receive a degree in
mass communications on

Staff Writer

Five-thousand children in the Cass and
Clay counties live in poverty. But students
can improve the situation.
For those interested in helping those
children and others in the community, the
United Way’s Tri-College Advisory Board
(TCAB) may be the answer.
The United Way of Cass-Clay has been
serving the two counties for more than 75
years through fundraising and volunteer
work. In 2003, they raised $3,318,293,
their largest amount to date.
The money raised goes back into the
community and provides assistance to
those in need, whether through financial
assistance, bereavement services and
counseling through hospitals, or educational programs in libraries and schools.

❒ CENTER, back page

Bonding bill

May 13.
“I want to close this chapter of my life and move on
to a new one,” she said.
“During my recovery, I’ve
seen so many hospital
patients who need encouragement and hope. That’s
how I’d like to use my
degree.”
The stroke wasn’t her first
experience with the Mayo
Clinic’s emergency room.
“When I was an MSUM
freshman, I worked the late
shift on the Campus
Security staff and stayed
up late studying for a math
exam,” she said. “While I
was taking the test, I kind
of yawned and stretched
my arms.
The next thing I know, I’m
lying on the floor with 50
students and the paramedics looking over me.”
She had a grand mall
seizure caused by an arte
riovenous
malformation

❒ STROKE, back page

United Way organizes college committee
By BRITTANY KNUDSON

Once the contract is signed and the
final Student Center design is
approved, Wiese estimates that the
project will cost $17 million, and its
construction will take 28 to 36
months.
A steering committee consisting of
representatives from all areas involved
in the new Student Center will give
input to the architectural firm.
The committee includes student and
staff representatives from the Housing
Office, Hendrix Health Center, the
CMU and student organizations. The
committee has only met a few times
due to the hold in plans.

With the creation of TCAB, the United
Way hopes to involve MSUM, Concordia
and NDSU in similar goals.
Members of the Advisory Board have the
opportunity to represent college-aged students, raise and distribute contributions
and fund programs and engage in activities, which will support the development
and advancement of youth in the Cass and
Clay counties through participation in the
board’s five committees.
The advisory’s executive committee consists of three representatives from each
campus. Other committees include the
community impact committee, which will
gather and review grant applications, and
the volunteer committee, which will coordinate
various
volunteer
projects
throughout the year.

❒ UNITED WAY, back page
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Governor Tim Pawlenty spoke to a crowd April 13 in Hagen before signing a mock Minnesota Bonding Bill (below). Goldwater scholar, representing MSUM, Rachel Sang waits for her turn to sign the bill. See page 2
for a complete list of bonding bill projects.
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4.12 — 4.18

4.12 Bicycle theft outside
Nemzek.
4.14 Theft in library.
4.14 Fire alarm sounding in
Grantham.
4.14 Bicycle theft outside CMU.
4.15 911 hang-up in MacLean.
4.15 Bicycle theft outside
Lommen.
4.16 Missing person on campus.
4.16 Disorderly conduct outside
Snarr.
4.16 Alcohol violation in Snarr.
4.17 Liquor law violation in
Grantham.
4.18 Fire alarm sounding in
Snarr.

NEWS BRIEFS
Bonding bill allows
projects to begin

Alum to receive
Hartz award

Loan consolidation
presentation held

The bonding bill passed by
the
Minnesota
congress
allows MSUM to pursue the
following projects:
Renovation of Hagen, renovation of MacLean and renovation of Murray Commons to
prepare for the baccalaureate
nursing program; roofing
repairs;
renovation
of
Lommen and repairs to the
library.
The bonding bill supplies a
total amount of $14,622,000.

Russ Gerdin, MSUM alum
from the class of ’65 and CEO
of Heartland Express, has
been selected to receive the
24th Annual L.B. Hartz
Professional
Achievement
Award.
The award is named after
the late L.B. Hartz, founder of
Hartz Wholesale Company.
It’s presented annually to a
graduate of MSUM’s college of
business and industry who
has created economic opportunities for others through
innovation, entrepreneurship
and community service.

Holly Schirado of Student
Loans of North Dakota will
give a presentation about
financial aid and loan consolodation.
The presentation is at noon
April 28 in CMU 101.
For more information, contact Linda Tegtmeier at 4772992.

MSUM hosts NCATE
50th anniversary
The college of education and
human services is hosting an
education reunion in commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of teaching accredidation by NCATE from 4 to
7 p.m. Friday in the CB atrium.

Health series
focuses on stress
MSUM’s Women’s Health
Series presents a talk on
stress management at 7 p.m.
today (Thursday) in SL 118.
Featured
speakers
are
Elizabeth Evenson from the
Counseling Center and biology professors Michelle Malott
and Ellen Brisch.

International group
to hold benefit
Support International is
hosting a benefit from 7 to 10
p.m. Friday at the Great
Northern restaurant in Fargo
to support the Homeless
Health Services clinic and St.
Joseph’s Primary School in
Igogi, Kenya.
The silent auction features
more than 60 pieces from
across the United States.
Bidding opens at 7 p.m.
Musicians will also be featured at the event.
For more information, contact Genna Carlson at 3296219.

English dialogue
workshops held
International students who
want to improve their conversational English skills can
attend
the
Office
of
International Programs workshops at 4:30 p.m. Fridays in
CMU 218.
The workshops focus on
practicing
conversational
English in a friendly, casual
environment.
For more information, e-mail
intrnatl@mnstate.edu

Get involved in
fall orientation
Fall orientation begins Aug.
17. Organizations that wish to
be involved in the Sidewalk
Café, Campus Capers and
other events should contact
Kathy Scott at 477-2147.

Register for senior
year experience
Juniors and seniors are
encouraged to register for
senior year experience.
Students can register under
PDEV 310.
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MSUM artist dedicates final
art project to his late father
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

MSUM senior Aaron Maher
has been drawing since he
could hold a crayon. His artistic muses were in the forms of
caricatures of athletes, album
covers and art in tattoo magazines.
During his time at MSUM,
Maher has broadened his
artistic talents by becoming a
tattoo artist. As his time as an
art student comes to an end,
Maher will bridge together his
love of art and his family by
dedicating his final bachelor of
fine arts project to his late
father.
Maher’s father couldn’t figure out where his son got his
artistic passion, but took
interest in developing it. When
Maher began drawing lively
poster-style pictures, his
father would tell him to draw
something pretty. The memory
brings a chuckle to Maher. He
mimicked
his
father’s
demeanor and voice as he
said, “Why don’t you draw
some flowers or wilderness
scenes.”
Maher’s father may not have
understood his art, but he
encouraged it. Maher’s father
had a dream for his son that
was much simpler than a sixfigure paycheck. He wanted
his son to be able to experience the things in life that he
missed.
“He just wanted me to be
able to get a job where you
could go see your kid’s baseball game,” Maher said.
Maher’s father’s job on the
railroad always kept him on
call.
“I think he really regretted
not being able to be part of our
lives,” Maher said.
On Monday, Maher will
exhibit his work in the Center
for the Arts.
“The whole thing is for my
father,” Maher said.
There are five pieces in the
series. When forced to pick a
favorite, Maher chose the second piece, titled “Sanctuary.”
“It’s of a Foo dog, or Chinese
lioness Buddha,” Maher said.
“They’re usually found near
entrances of temples and
sanctuaries,
or
cheesy
Chinese restaurants.”
This past semester has been
the first time Maher experimented with different art
mediums. For his final project, he chose to use colored
pencils, his favorite medium.
He rented a space and routinely forces himself out of bed
to get into the studio.
“I’m not really a morning
person, but I’m most productive in the morning,” Maher
said. “I just have some coffee
and go to town.”
Maher successfully at balanced his school work, his
artistic work and the work
that pays his bills as a tattoo

artist at Dead Rockstar. He
began working there in May.
His interest in the art of tattooing was ignited when he
was 11 years old. Maher’s
brother was almost a legal
adult when he first brought
home magazines including
tattoo art.
By Maher’s senior year in
high school, he had had a
memorable encounter with a
tattoo artist from Chicago.
Seeing the tattoo parlor and
the artist at work inspired his
desire to work in the field.
Almost a year ago, Maher
brought slides and sketch
books into Dead Rockstar.
They looked over his work and
gave him an apprenticeship.
Maher gave his first tattoo to
a friend of a friend. She wanted a dragonfly on her calf.
His hand was shaking so
badly that his teacher asked
him if he wanted to let him do
the outline of the tattoo, but
Maher knew he had to learn
sooner or later.
Now, Maher sees those nervous jitters in customers
receiving their first piece of
body art. Maher was giving a
tattoo on the right bicep of a
first timer, and the customer
was scared.
“You try to make the customer as comfortable as possi-

BRITTA TRYGSTAD / THE ADVOCATE

Senior Aaron Maher works on a piece for his final project in the studio space he rents in Fargo.
ble,” Maher said. “I started
going at it, and he told me he
was feeling woozy and asked
me to take a break.”
The man’s eyes rolled back.
“You just make sure (when
they faint) you catch them and
don’t let them fall on anything,” Maher said.
When the customer came to,
Maher finished the tattoo.
For now, Maher is content
working in his studio, and for
Dead Rockstar, but ultimately,
he hopes to illustrate children’s books or produce
poster drawings.
Upon graduation, Maher will
begin chasing his dreams by
sending out résumés. In the
meantime, he will continue his
love for artistic expression.

Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu

BRITTA TRYGSTAD / THE ADVOCATE

Maher works on his drawing of a Foo dog for his final exhibit.
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Advocate editorial board
Bronson Lemer
Editor

Alicia Strnad
Assistant Editor

Ashley Johnk
Opinion Editor

New student
center would
unite campus
activities
Nearly a year ago, David Crockett, vice president of academic affairs, submitted a proposal
for a $17 million health and wellness center, to
be built over the next three years where Kise
Commons currently stands.
One of the ideas suggested in the predesign was
to relocate Kise to the CMU. Student services
and organizations, such as The Advocate, KMSC
Radio and student senate would have to be relocated. For the past year, the plans have morphed
into what is now being called the Student
Center—a building that would house a new
health and wellness center, dining services and
the CMU.
The Student Center’s design would allow campus offices to cluster together to better serve the
MSUM community. Services such as the
Counseling Center would possibly relocate to the
Student Center, instead of being buried in
Bridges. Businesses that cater to student needs
would be where students can easily locate them.
Best of all, it would give the campus the opportunity to create a Student Media Center—a center that would house The Advocate, KMSC and
other student news services.
It’s all about location. The Student Media
Center would bring together all campus student
media resources under one roof. The center
could have a central meeting room, where media
students could discuss ways to better serve the
MSUM community through the student newspaper, radio station and television.
With student media organizations in close proximity, students would have better access to areas
of journalism they might not otherwise experience. It would be easier for a print jour nalism
emphasis to venture into broadcast or a public
relations emphasis into editing opportunities.
On top of the obvious advantages for media students, the Student Media Center could provide
the university with a marketing tool to attract
prospective students.
Overall, the Student Media Center would be a
great way to showcase the media oppertunities
MSUM has to offer, and it would be beneficial to
all involved.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM
Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Human Race Machine misleading
This is a response to Rachel
Roe’s April 14 article on the
“Human Race Machine.” I’m
not deliberately seeking to provoke anyone; nonetheless, I
feel compelled to react.
I deliberately chose not to
participate in this exercise,
and I did not mention it to my
students. Why? Because it can
only serve to reinforce inaccurate and dangerous stereotypes that defy current genetic
evidence and continue to have
devastating social impacts.
Why do I say this? I’m going
to deal only with the biological
evidence. I will leave the social
aspects to others such as my
colleagues in sociology and/or
multicultural studies.
First let’s begin with the fact
that “race” itself is a social construction, not a biological reality. This is not a denial of biological variation within the
human species, Homo sapiens
sapiens; it is an assertion that
extent human biological diversity is far too complex and
intricate to be captured by a
handful of categories such as
white, black, yellow and red.
At least 85 percent of all the
biological diversity that occurs
within the human species can
be found among members of
the same so-called racial
group; only 15 percent can be
accounted for by “inter-racial”
differences.
The racial categories created
and utilized in our society are
arbitrary and culturally specific. They are based upon our
perception of biological varia-

tion in the human species, not
on genetic reality.
The criteria used to construct
human racial categories typically rely on phenotypic traits
(especially skin color), which
can be very deceptive. Such
traits are polygenic, meaning
multiple genes determine
them. They are also often evolutionary adaptations to environmental forces.
Skin color is a perfect example. Three pigments, the most
important of which is melanin,
nature’s own sunscreen, influence this trait.
Prior to 1500 AD (all bets are
off thereafter), there was very
likely a strong correlation
between darker skin pigmentation and proximity to the equator. Conversely, lighter skin
would be more beneficial the
farther one would go from the
tropics. Darker skin, the result
of greater amounts of melanin,
would offer protection from
higher doses of ultraviolet radiation closer to the equator
(associated with sunburns and
greater rates of skin cancer
among whites).
Some evidence suggests that
darker skin may also confer an
advantage in dealing with the
higher pathogen loads of the
tropics. In more northerly climates, the problem becomes
not too much but too little sunlight. Lighter skin allows for
greater absorption of sunlight
and subsequent synthesis of
Vitamin D, important in preventing osteoporosis and rickets.

Placing people into racial categories based upon skin color
alone is misleading because a
West African and a Melanesian
would be classified as black,
yet there is absolutely no affinity between the two groups of
people, other than their common humanity.
Furthermore, skin color is
determined independently of
other traits commonly associated with race, such as eye
color, hair color and texture,
body stature, etc. These traits
do not come neatly packaged
together. In addition, they have
nothing to do with a person’s
behavior, which is largely culturally produced, thereby getting us into ethnicity, not
“race.”
I could continue but for now I
recommend that both professors and students watch Race:
The Power of An Illusion, available in the Tri-College Film
Library. The program Web site
can
be
found
at
www.pbs.org/race/000_Gener
al/000_00-Home.htm
I’d also suggest that students
take ANTH 270: Human
Biological Variation, the next
time it’s offered. They can preview
the
materials
at
www.mnstate.edu/robertsb/2
70/
Finally, I’d be more than
happy to supply references for
any of the above statements.
Thank you.
Bruce D. Roberts
Associate professor,
Anthropology

Let students hear student radio
My name is Adam Quesnell
and I am an MSUM alumnus
as well as a student in the
Masters of Fine Arts program
for creative writing, and this
letter has been a long time
coming.
My story is common and
tragic. There I was, sitting in
the ultra-convenient CMU
computer lab when I felt a
slight turn in my stomach as
my ears were slowly assaulted
by some un-identifiable brainscraping sound bile. “What
could this be,” I thought:
“What’s the deal here? Why do
I feel the urge to vomit and
have a bowel movement simul-

taneously while slowly peeling
the skin off my eye lids with a
dull razor?”
Oh wait, I know why,
because while in the CMU lab,
I am subjected to the vomitotious tones of either Froggy
99.9 or Light-Crap-One-OhCrap. This infuriates me to the
point of wanting to publicly
urinate while singing “We Are
the Champions” as Orson
Wells. Last time I checked, we
have a radio station on campus. A shocker right? “A radio
station? On campus, you say?”
Well indeed there is, and I
happen to be a longtime fan of
Dragon Radio. Granted, KMSC

plays lots of crap I don’t like,
but they are more likely to hit
a vein of goodness than any
mainstream station. If I want
to hear Froggy 99.9 I’ll get my
oil changed and listen along
with Gus Gus, watching him
occasionally spit chaw out the
side of this mouth through a
spot reserved for a gold tooth
to be inserted “when the time
comes for tooth fixin’.”
The fact of the matter is, my
activity fee is paying for
Dragon Radio, and it should
be played everywhere on campus. I’m not paying an activity

❒QUESNELL, back page
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Nice girl seeks nice boy in all wrong places
Ah, spring. The sun
is shining, the temperature is rising, the
grass is getting greener
and the skirts are getting shorter. Love is in
the air.
Supposedly.
Something’s in the
air all right, but I
wouldn’t call it love.
Spring is supposed to be
about butterflies in the air
and in your stomach. This is
the time of year when it’s
supposed to be fun and easy
being single.
It’s not.
But I’m trying to make the
most of it.
I finally decided to embrace
my recent state of singledom
by exploring every single’s
haven: the bar.
It’s through these recent bar

outings that I have come to
the following conclusion:
guys don’t like nice girls.
If you put yourself in the
middle of Mick’s Office or
Coach’s on a Friday night,
you’ll notice many of one
thing: slutty girls.
The kind Gretchen Wilson
so kindly refers to as “homewreckers.” Of course with the
slutty girls come the guys.
The guys who are just waiting
for them to get drunk enough
to take home.

Sounds like all the
things true love is
made of, right?
Is it me, or is it
impossible to be single and be a genuinely nice girl?
Maybe it’s the fact
that I’m currently on
crutches, combined
with the fact that I
refuse to wear a skirt and
tanktop to the bar when it’s
50 degrees, but I have yet to
experience the “joys” of single
life.
It seems to me that the
quote en quote “nice girls” are
the ones who sit alone in the
corner talking to their girlfriends, while the scantily
clad girls get all of the attention.
Now maybe I have the concept of single life all wrong.

But I don’t think so.
Let’s think about this for a
minute. I highly doubt single
men go to the bar to find a
girl their moms would like.
I’m also pretty sure when
they buy a drink for a girl in a
tight tanktop, they’re not
thinking, “wow, my family
would love her.”
Instead, they’re probably
thinking, “I wonder how long
it will take her to get drunk
enough to make out with me.”
Guys don’t go to Vegas and
pay for a good conversation.
They don’t go to strip clubs to
look for a girl with a stunning
personality. And they certainly don’t go to bars to look for
that either.
So what do you do if you’re
a nice girl like me? Do you opt
for sitting in the corner with
your girlfriends? Do you bor-

row the, “If you can’t beat
em,’ join em’” mantra by
putting on a short skirt and
jumping into the mix?
Or do you wait for that rare
occasion when your prince
charming shows up when you
least expect it?
My decision is to do nothing.
I’ll continue to go to the bar,
sit in my corner and watch
the skanks make fools of
themselves. And I’ll quietly
laugh when they have a slutty “wardrobe malfunction.”
Who knows, maybe someday I’ll meet my nice boy.
Until then, all the nice boys
know where to find me: in the
corner of the bar.

Are you a nice girl?
E-mail Ashley
at ashmash119@yahoo.com.

Basketball takes priority over classroom
Quality of education decreases due to lack of enthusiasm by professors
Is college about being
smart or looking like
you’re smart?
I have been spending
money, taking classes
and earning credits at
this institution for
nearly three years.
Throughout
that
time, I can count on
one hand the number of professors I’ve had who come to
work every day with a passion
for education and teaching.
I was walking through
MacLean last week when
classes were in session
throughout the building. I
was waiting for someone, and
while I was waiting, a teacher
suddenly came out of his
classroom, picked up his cell
phone and started talking
about the NCAA men’s basketball tournament.
I couldn’t believe it.
And it was at that moment
that I started thinking: Do
college students pay for a col-

lege education to be smart, or
to look smart?
If the majority of professors
show up five minutes late to
class, lead a poor lecture,
don’t engage the class in discussion and are poorly organized, the overall quality of
your education wouldn’t be
that great.
You’re paying to look like
you learned a great deal
about your major—when in
truth, you haven’t learned
nearly as much as you could
have.
Granted, a college education
is about a student’s personal
motivation and genuine desire

to further his or her
own academic life.
But, we still pay tens
of thousands of dollars for professors to
share their knowledge
with us.
The students who
were in that classroom at 8 a.m. while
their professor was out in the
hallway making sure he got
his share of the pot, were
completely wasting their time.
They could have slept in,
had a cup of coffee, read their
course material themselves,
saved gas by not driving to
campus and used that hour of
class time for something more
productive.
The best class I’ve ever
taken at this college was
Jane Ball’s evening section of
education/multicultural/Ame
rica. I’m a mass communications major, and taking her
class was strictly to fill a liberal arts requirement. But,

once a week, from 5 to 7:30,
I’d never before been so
engaged in a class. I truly
believe that’s because Ball is
so passionate about what
she’s doing.
Ball would choose a class
discussion or debate over
reading from the text; an open
forum class session over a
test.
We talked about the
presidential election, abortion, immigration, medical
care, government censorship,
gambling, war, and when
things got rough, a good story
about a drunk who rode to
and from a bar every night on
a riding lawn mower.
The 40 or so students would
show up to that class looking
tired and ready to go home,
and for two and a half hours,
Ball would single-handedly
get us energized and involved.
Sometimes, we’d get so into
the topic we were discussing
that she would just sit back
and watch. It’s that type of

energy, that desire to want
the class to become part of
the educational process, that
Ball has, and so many professors don’t.
You learn either way.
Whether it’s a chore to go to
class where your teacher
takes personal calls, or you
have a professor who wants
you there, not because of
their attendance policies, but
because they want your input
and presence in that classroom.
Both approaches work in
the end.
The
defining
difference
between the two approaches
is that I’d take Ball’s class
again just to be part of that
energy.

Are you getting the most out of
your money when it comes to
your education?
E-mail Paul
at speedracer787b@hotmail.com.

Arts &Ente
and

Stage Cat
Theater department gives
new look to classic play
By JOSEPH BOUSHEE
Staff Writer

It’s the story of a hardworking
Southern plantation family. Big
Daddy, the head of the household,
is dying—but he doesn’t know it.
What will become of the family’s
fortune and the 28,000 acres of
land Big Daddy owns? One of Big
Daddy’s sons doesn’t want the
money. Why? Who wouldn’t want
of piece of $10 million?
Those eager to find out how
things will unfold can see MSUM
students unravel the story of “Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof” from April 27 to
April 30.
The show is free to MSUM students and will be performed on
Gaede Stage in the Center for the
Arts at 7:30 p.m.
The Tennessee Williams play will
be directed by Kristin Larson. It
will follow the storyline of the original play, but Larson said it is
unlike the Broadway version.
Williams originally produced
three or four different versions of
the play, but Larson said it will be
“exciting to do the original.”
Larson, who teaches at MSUM,
has directed several other plays,
such as “School House Rock Live”
and “Two Rooms”, but she said

this is her first time directing a
play by Williams.
“This is a classic piece of theater,
you have to approach it with care,”
Larson said.
Unlike the movie or Broadway
production, the original story has
a different ending and a few
altered plot twists as the story progresses.
Larson said this year’s cast has
been incredible. They are each perfect for their parts. They are rising
to the occasion in stunning ways.”
MSUM senior Ben Mattson plays
Brick and MSUM senior Stephanie
Storhaug plays Maggie. Storhaug
said her biggest challenge will be
trying to make the story make
sense to the audience.
“My character basically talks for
a whole act. Working to make all
the words make sense, to make a
story, will be a challenge. It’s been
a lot of hard work,” she said.
Cole Flaat, also an MSUM senior,
plays the lead role of Big Daddy. “I
was looking forward to this play a
lot,” Flaat said this play was his
favorite piece by Williams.
“I was psyched to hear we were
going to do it,” he said.
Boushee can be reached
at bousheeusa@yahoo.com.

MSUM seniors Ben Mattson and Stephanie Storhaug lead the cast in the classic, “Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof.” The performance begins at 7:30 p.m. April 27 to 30.

English society embraces poetry slam
By LINDSEY YOUNG
Features Editor

The lights dim, the audience quiets
down. A student steps up to the mic
with a notebook in hand and begins
reading. She reads with her eyes
closed and passion in her voice.
Participating in a poetry slam isn’t
about winning or impressing—it’s a
sharing process.
Part reading, part acting, the contemporary poetry slam has been a part of
American poetry since the ’80s. The
exact year the poetry slam began is
debatable, but its current popularity
in coffee houses and on campuses
isn’t.
The students of Sigma Tau Delta,
MSUM’s English honor society, have
been bringing this tradition to MSUM
for the past two years. Their biannual
poetry slams serve as a platform for
many budding poets to share their
work.
Today (Thursday) they gather again
at The Great Northern Restaurant and
Brewery to slam some verse.
To start, poets arrive and sign up.
Names are drawn for the order in

which they will read. Three judges listen to the poetry and prizes are awarded to the top three highest scorers, but
most people don’t come to slam for the
prizes.
“People like to come because they can

get their work out there,” said sophomore Rosie Pfenning, co-president of
Sigma Tau Delta.
The slam is open to people from all
walks of life and all kinds of poetry.
The biggest problem most people have

at a slam is working up the nerve to
walk up to the mic, Pfenning said.
“That was me at my first slam,” she
said. “I sat in the back with my notebook, too scared to read.”
Pfenning eventually made her way up
to the stage and read her poetry. She
said, putting time and effort into poetry and not sharing it with others is a
tragedy.
Pfenning remembers at one of the
slams, she read a poem about how she
disliked living in residence halls.
Afterward, several women came up to
her and said they felt the same way.
She goes to the slam to get feedback
and share her thoughts.
The students of Sigma Tau Delta say
they are grateful to be at MSUM. The
campus community helps them get
together and share with people of similar interests, Pfenning said.
“The English department is so open.
It’s a great community here,” she said.
The Sigma Tau Delta poetry slam is
tonight (Thursday) at The Great
Northern. Open mic begins at 7 p.m.
with the slam beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu.

4.21.05

rtainment
The Surreal Life
Rourke hosts
College Night

Underground Unplugged
The Underground, MSUM
Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Kenny Wayne Shepherd and
Mike Holtz
Playmakers Pavilion
Tonight, 8 p.m.
Friends of Yoder
East Gate Lounge, Moorhead
Friday, 10:30 p.m.
Aaron Carter
Fargo Theatre
Saturday, 7 p.m.

By MEREDITH HOLT
Copy Editor

Tonight, dream-like works by classic artists Salvador Dali,
Marc Chagall and Joan Miro find their place once again on
the walls of Rourke Art Gallery.
And as if standing a couple of feet from original Surrealist
art wasn’t lure enough, add to the mix acoustic guitar
music from two Minnesotans, refreshments and a free Tshirt or CD with a one-year gallery membership.
It’s College Night from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the non-profit
organization on Main Street. Concordia junior and Rourke
staff member Laura Drolc said a college-oriented event and
Surrealism would be a good correlation.
The more than 20 pieces come from the gallery’s collection
and the private collections of community members. The artwork featured in the College Night exhibit hasn’t been
shown since 1999, Drolc said. It’s been many years since
some of the pieces have been displayed.
“Museums are sort of like icebergs—you just see a tip of
them,” O’Rourke said.
The exhibit includes two of Dali’s illustrations for “The
Divine Comedy,” graphic art and even a pillow and a tapestry. Two of Chagall’s illustrations for the Bible and some of
Miro’s Lithograph series are also on display.
“Having these artists that are well known helps a lot
because people will want to see original art by these
artists,” she said. “(They) don’t have to travel to see these
works.”
Drolc started planning “Surrealism: Salvador Dali, Marc
Chagall, and Joan Miro” last fall. Her project corresponds
with her Surrealism and Dada course taught by professor
Peter Schultz and marketing professor Odile Streed at
Concordia.
Schultz is affiliated with the museum and helped push the
idea. Drolc has worked at the gallery since November 2004,
where she takes care of everything from press releases to
show preparation.
Drolc explained Dada as “the anti-art, a breakdown of all
the superficial definitions of art.” O’Rourke explained that
Surrealism comes from the term “super-realism.” It incorporates themes from chance occurrences and the subconscious mind.
“Dada is like an artist taking a urinal and signing his
name on it and calling it art,” O’Rourke said. “Today we’re
sort of in neo-dada.”
Through her work on the project, Drolc created an extensive catalogue of information about Surrealism and the
three artists featured. It was a great opportunity for her
because she plans to use her catalogue for graduate school.
O’Rourke said college students seem especially interested
in Surrealistic art and Dada.
“It’ll be exciting. I find it interesting that young people are
particularly interested in Surrealism and Dada and that
period of time,” O’Rourke said.
Perhaps it’s the highly imaginative or dreamlike qualities
that draw college crowds to this significant type of art.
“It’s such a rebellious movement, so it kind of reflects how
a lot of college kids feel. They like to be unique, and I think
these artists represent that,” Drolc said.
“This whole area of Salvador Dali and Surrealism, Miro
and Chagall—a lot of it has to do with dreams and high
imagination. You don’t see people floating above Main
Avenue,” O’Rourke said.
Drolc said that at first, she probably favored Salvador Dali
because his name and work are well known, especially
among art students.
“The more you get to know each of them, they are so individual and unique in their own ways,” Drolc said. She said
for that reason, she can’t favor any of them over the others.
Drolc said College Night is part of an effort to revive
younger people’s involvement in the art community.
The addition of live music should certainly increase the

Flute Ensemble and Sax
Quartet
Center for the Arts, MSUM
Saturday, 7 p.m.

BVD
Rick’s Bar, Fargo
Saturday, 9 p.m.
Gordon Court
Selah Coffee Co.
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.

T10
op

Dali2A: Salvador Dali, The Reign of Penitents, lithograph
crowd. Dane Schmidt of Duluth, Minn., and Aaron Birch of
the band Wayside from Fergus Falls, Minn., are both set to
play in the room with the fireplace. Next fall, members of
the gallery hope to have bands play out on the courtyard.
“Live music is always a good
pull,” Drolc said.
Students who sign up to become
members of the gallery pay $25 per
year and will receive a free T-shirt
or CD from one of the bands featured tonight. The T-shirts feature
writing, photographs and screen
prints of paintings or other designs
created
by
Rourke-displayed
artists.
“Art museums and galleries can
be intimidating, so I hope this
takes that factor away,” Drolc said.
She hopes the event helps welcome students into the art world.
“You can come and talk about the
art with other people or listen to
music,” she said. “It’s a good
opportunity to discuss their
thoughts about what they’re seeing.”
The Rourke Art Gallery is open
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays
from 1 to 5 p.m. and by appointment.
Holt can be reached
at mera52@hotmail.com.

1 Decemberists, Picaresque
2 M.I.A., Arular
3 Beck, Guero
4 Low, The Great Destroyer
5 A House Full of Friends,
Various Artists
6 Yo La Tengo, A Smattering of
Scintillating Senescent Songs
7 Millencolin, Kingwood
8 Tiger Bear Wolf, Reference #2
9 Bloc Party, Silent Alarm
10 Cosomusic Anthology 1990
Courtesy of KMSC

SP RTS
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WOMEN’S TENNIS

Winona State dominates NSIC finals, Dragons fall short
By P. MARQUARDT / D. MONKE
Staff Writer/Sports Editor

Winona State won the NSIC women’s
tennis conference championship, with
36 team points, defeating MSUM,
which scored 11 points, Bemidji State
(8 points) and Southwest Minnesota
State (8).
The Warriors won all six singles and
all three doubles championships
Two MSUM singles players finished
second while two doubles teams also
finished second.

MSUM came into the championship
with their No. 1 singles player, senior
Kathryn Helget, on a 10-match winning streak.
Helget’s streak ended with a loss to
Winona State’s Michele Bailey 6-2, 06, 7-6 (5) in the No. 1 championship.
The Dragons (5-13) continued to run
into Winona State foes.
Helget and sophomore Rose Milless
lost the No. 1 doubles championship to
Winona State’s Megan Newbauer and
Megan Hertz, 6-3, 2-6, 6-2.
Winona State’s Katie Katterheinrich

SOFTBALL

defeated MSUM freshman Heather
Buesing, 6-1, 7-5 for the No. 4 singles
championship.
The Winona State tandem of
Katterheinrich and Bailey upended
the MSUM doubles team of Buesing
and Beth Helgeson 6-3, 6-2 for the No.
2 doubles championship.
The Dragons nearly matched their
overall performance from last year.
MSUM placed second in the conference and finished with a 5-13 overall
match record.
MSUM will see Helget graduate at

the years end.
But the young team will see a return
to winning form in the coming season.
MSUM has three sophomores and
four freshman on this years’ squad.
The Dragons could have a chance to
add more talent with the two additional tuition waivers the school granted
them.
Marquardt can be reached
at speedracer787b@hotmail.com.
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com

ON THE FIELD with Sonjia Schuurmans

Dual threat

MSUM
wins two at
tournament Dragons pitcher leading from belt, plate
By CASEY MOEN

By DUSTIN MONKE

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

The MSUM softball team ran its
NSIC record to 6-5 with a doubleheader sweep of MinnesotaCrookston on April 14 and went 2-2
at the Concordia-St. Paul tournament Sunday.

S

MSUM 12-15, UM-Crookston 4-1
Senior Amanda Parker went 3-for4 with three RBIs to lead MSUM to
12-4 win the first game. Six other
Dragons had at least two hits in the
first game.

Concordia-St. Paul 4, MSUM 1
MSUM opened the tournament
with a loss against Concordia. The
Bears scored four runs in the fourth
inning.

MSUM 4, St. Cloud State 3
MSUM senior pitcher Sonjia
Schuurmans drove in four runs at the
plate and stuck out 10 on mound to
earn her seventh win of the season.

SDSU 9, MSUM 4
NCAA Division I school South
Dakota State handed the Dragons
their second loss of the tournament.
Senior Kylie Rogalla led the
Dragons, going 2-for-3 and driving
in two runs.

MSUM 8, North Dakota 6
MSUM concluded the tournament
with a win over the Sioux. Rogalla
and sophomore Kelsey Fehl each hit
home runs for MSUM.
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

Photo by LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE
Photo illustration by BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM senior pitcher/first baseman Sonjia Schuurmans leads the MSUM softball
team in home runs, RBIs and slugging percentage.

onjia Schuurmans wants her final
softball season to end on a high
note.
The MSUM senior pitcher/first baseman admits this year hasn’t been the
easiest of her collegiate career.
Schuurmans’ pitching numbers are
down. Not to mention this season hasn’t
been the easiest for the Dragons (16-16,
6-5 NSIC), who chalked up a schoolrecord 36-17 finish last season.
But Schuurmans, who transferred to
MSUM from Iowa Lakes Community
College last season, feels the Dragons’
record is deceiving.
“If you look at our record, that’s not
how we are now,” Schuurmans said.
“Overall, the teams that we’ve been playing are a lot better.”
Not only is the Dragons’ record misleading.
Schuurmans, who is MSUM’s No. 1
pitcher on the mound and cleanup hitter from the plate, is having a banner
offensive season.
Even if she doesn’t see it that way.
Schuurmans leads the Dragons in
home runs (7), RBIs (20), slugging percentage (.624), on-base percentage
(.420) and is tied for the team lead with
five doubles.
“She’s always been an extreme threat
when she gets to the plate,” MSUM softball coach Rhonda Denbow said.
But Schuurmans prefers to look at her
numbers as if she still has something to
prove.
“I’m not happy with my batting,” said

❒ SCHUURMANS, page 10

TRACK AND FIELD

MSUM wins four field events at Duncan Invitational
By JEREMY CHURA
Staff Writer

MSUM
sophomore
pole
vaulter Brooke Wehri claimed
her third straight first-place
finish this season Saturday at
the Jim Duncan Invitational
at Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Wehri said it’s “good I’m winning.” However, she still hopes
to reach the 13-foot mark.
“I’m winning with my opening height,” Wehri said. “I’m
getting closer, it’s there and I
just need the marks to prove
it.”
Wehri has been easily soar-

ing past the 12-4 mark, but
only reached 11-7 1⁄4 at
Saturday’s meet.
Dragons
junior
Tiffany
Spriggs finished in second
place at 11-6 1⁄4. Junior Jill
Mostad finished fifth with a
height of 10-8.
Junior Kristan Anderson
placed first in the triple jump
with a distance of 36-5 1⁄2 and
seventh in the long jump with
16-4 1⁄4.
Jessica Trautwein again took
high marks in three events.
The MSUM sophomore took
first in the high jump with a
height of 5-8 1⁄2, second in the
triple jump at 36-5 and placed

ninth in the 100-meter hurdles with a time of 16.13 seconds.
Senior Kristin Bentz placed
second in the discus with a
throw of 122-4 and eighth in
the hammer throw with a distance of 126-4. Erin Pesta, a
senior, finished fourth in the
400-meter hurdles with a time
of 1:07.88.
The MSUM women’s 1,600
relay team finished in fifth at
4:13.48.
Freshman Derik Brugger
won the men’s pole vault with
a height of 14-11 while sophomores Matt Jahnke and
Brandon Madery tied for third

with a height of 14-5 1⁄4.
Brugger admitted it was luck
that propelled him to first
place.
“I was kind of disappointed it
was indoors,” said Brugger,
whose jump was not high
enough to qualify for nationals. “I wish it could have been
outside.”
The events were held inside
due to rain.
“If it’s really nice out and I
get a tailwind, and I get a big
pole, I think I can (qualify),”
Brugger said.
Brugger’s leap was less than
a foot short of NCAA Division
II qualification standards.

Sophomore Dane Moreland
finished third in the 1,500
with his time of 3:59.75.
Sophomore Tim Nesheim
took sixth in the 5,000 with
19:39.78.
Dan Schik, a freshman, finished 10th in the shot put
with his throw of 39-9 3⁄4. He
also finished 10th in the hammer throw with a distance of
123-11 and 11th in the discus
with his toss of 128-9.
“Everyone did really good,”
Brugger said. “We just have to
keep at it.”
Chura can be reached
at churaje@mnstate.com.
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BRIEFS

Mary, Upper Iowa join NSIC
The University of Mary and Upper Iowa
University have accepted the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference’s invitations to join
the league.
The two schools will join the NSIC in intercollegiate athletics and will be eligible to compete
for conference championships beginning in the
2006-07 season.
UMary (2,758 total students), located in
Bismarck, N.D., has been a member of the
NAIA and is in the Dakota Athletic Conference.
Upper Iowa (5,700), in Fayette, reclassified
from NCAA Division III to Division II last season and is currently without a conference.

2005 MSUM football schedule
A
H
A
H
A
H
H
A
A
A

Concordia
South Dakota
Minn.-Duluth
Northern State
Wayne State
SW Minn. State
Concordia-SP
Winona State
Bemidji State
Minn.-Crookston
 at Metrodome

9/3
9/10
9/17
9/24
10/1
10/8
10/15
10/22
10/29
11/5

1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
TBA
1 p.m.
TBA
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
TBA

Varsity vs. Alumni
MSUM football coach Chad Eisele will get the
first look at his new team in a game situation
when the Dragons varsity hosts the MSUM
alumni team.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m. Saturday at
Alex Nemzek Stadium.
Last season, the Varsity, paced by fullback
Jesse Lhotka’s 102 yards, defeated the Alumni
19-16.

Football schedule announced
The 2005 football season has been
announced. It includes 10 games with three
nonconference games and seven Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference matchups.
Noteable games include Concordia hosting
MSUM on Sept. 3 in Power Bowl VII and the
Dragons
hosting
Northern
State
for

Homecoming on Sept. 24.
MSUM plays Minnesota-Crookston on Nov. 5
at the Metrodome Classic in Minneapolis.

Women’s basketball signs four
The MSUM women’s basketball team, fresh
off its best season in team history, announced
its full recruiting class, adding four new
recruits for a total of seven.
Guard Beth Masopust of Saugatuck, Mich.,
center Kaitlin McCarthy of Lake City, Minn.,
center Meghan Rettke of Hutchinson, Minn.,
and forward Lisa Thielen of Mountain Iron,
Minn., have all signed national letters of intent
with MSUM.
The Dragons signed Katie Walden, Haley
Schanilec and Chris Falzon earlier this season.
Advocate staff reports

❒ SCHUURMANS, from 8
Schuurmans, who has a .318
batting average. “Getting my
bat on the ball is what matters
more.”
Although she has been
putting up quality numbers
for the Dragons, Schuurmans
is more concerned with keeping opposing bats silent when
she’s pitching.
“If you can do it on the
mound, you don’t have to do
it
from
the
plate,”

Schuurmans said.
So far, putting up big numbers has been a nagging problem for the Dragons, who have
been shut out six times.
That doesn’t sit well with
Schuurmans.
“You get that one hit and
your team responds to it,”
Schuurmans said. “When
someone is on base, my goal is
to get them around to score.”
MSUM will need to pick up

its struggling offense if it
hopes to make an impact at
the NSIC crossover tournament it hosts this weekend at
the Alex Nemzek softball field.
“I am looking for a good finish
to
the
season,”
Schuurmans said.
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.
Read the Monke Business blog at
www.dustinmonke.blogspot.com
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Misc.
Pregnancy Testing. Services
are free and confidential.
Empower yourself, know your
options. If you think you might
be pregnant, call FirstChoice at
237-6530 or toll-free 1-888237-6530.
GOLF BEAUTIFUL PONDEROSA
4.5 miles east of Glyndon, golf
eleven holes for $7.00 ID
required. Opening date 4-8-05!
SUMMER STORAGE
Five Star Storage is offering
GREAT Storage Specials for
MSUM students. 15% off prepaid 4-month rental, up to a
$40 VALUE! Call NOW. units
going fast. (701)-365-5000.

For Rent
Indoor pool. 1 blk from W. Acres.
Weight/Exercise room, sauna,
resort-like living. Heat pd.
Efficiency, 1 & 2 bdrm, gorgeous
yards, w/ playground. NEW
kitchen & dining rm. Cat OK.
Call Tanya 282-6357.
One-bedroom available May 1st.
Security, quiet, no parties! A/C,
ceiling fan, miniblinds, heat/
water paid, certified crime-drug
free, assigned off-street parking,
no pets, lease and references
required. (218)-346-6584 / (701)371-8408.
Two-bedroom available June 1st.
Intercom security, Heat / water
paid, quiet, no parties! A/C, ceiling
fan, miniblinds, certified crimedrug free, assigned off-street
parking with plugins, no pets.
(218)-346-6584 / (701)-371-8408.
Ready to move in NOW!
Efficiency apartment, nice condition, great south Fargo location
with garage. FREE RENT in April.
Call for details, (218)-329-6659.

CLASSIFIEDS
3-BDR townhome for rent, close
to campus. Two bath, two-car
garage, dishwasher, washer/dryer,
central air. $850 per month. E-mail
brickhouseproperties@gmail.comfor showing.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT.
’05-06. One, two, three and four
bedrooms. 1 to 4 people. Also
efficiency and roommates.
Located between campuses and
north of campus. 236-1143.
Large efficiency apartment. One
block from MSUM, heat paid,
laundry, garage, $265. Open
June 1. Call (701)-238-0081.
3-BDR house for rent, two blocks
from campus, washer/dryer in
unit, central air. $975 per month.
922 3rd St. S. Moorhead. E-mail
brickhouseproperties@gmail.com
for showing.
3-4BR/2BA, 2Blks to MSUM,
W/D included. Remodeled basement Dec. 2004. Available June
1, rent reduction June & July.
Garrick/Mary Larson (218)-2994304 / (218)-287-1047, gzlarson@cord.edu.
Large 2-bedroom apartments for
lease starting June and August.
$300 summer rate, $450 fall,
heat and water paid, most with
garage. Contact Jon at (218)233-0203 or (218)-790-4866.
Spacious 2-bedroom apartment.
Available for June 1st-July 31st,
with option to rent August 1. One
mile south of campus. Smoke
and pet-free building.
$525/month with heat and water
paid. Call Jessica at (612)-7028386 or Erin at (763)-226-7878.
One block to MSUM. 1115 4th
Ave S., very nice four bedroom, 2
bath, hardwood floors, washer,
dryer, central air, 2 stall garage.
Will go fast. Available June 2nd.
$1,200/month. Call today 3068601.
Large 1 BDRM, 1 block from
MSUM heat paid, A/C, May 1 or
June 1. $365, 238-0081.

FREE TANNING EFF. 1, 2, 3
bedroom apartments with paid
heat, garbage, water and sewer.
Indoor heated pool, hot tub and
fitness center. Underground
heated parking garage. Pets
welcome. Call (701)-356-3801.
Mention this ad and receive 1/2
off 1st month’s rent.
Large 3 BDRM, 2 BATH, computer room, duplex, half block
from MSUM $900 heat paid.
238-0081, June 1.
Huge 3 BDRM apartment one
block from MSUM, dishwasher,
laundry, heat paid, $750. May 1
or June 1, 238-0081.
Cozy two bedroom partially furnished apt. .08 miles from MSUM.
Available June 1st. Off-streeet
parking, private entrance. $500 a
month for two people. No pets.
Responsible students only. Call
Rachel (701)-799-6158.
Available June 1. One and two
bedroom apartments $350$460/month. Heat and water
included. Smoke free, quiet building. Close to campus. Call (701)491-7000 or (701)-306-3862.
Rent free. College girls needed to
live in private home. Great job in
family home. Room, board, and
$150/month in exchange for light
duties. Additional hours available,
$7/hour, for more information call
(701)-237-3959.
For rent: Beautiful new 3 bedroom 2 bath twinhome. Fireplace,
family room, double garage, w/d
hookups $1,050. Available May
1. (701)-793-0187. S. Fargo location which is easily accessable to
campus.
Gorgeous house! Room for 4, 2
baths, 2 fireplaces, central air, 4
parking spots, washer/dryer included. Non-smoking, no pets, high
quality tenants wanted. Available
June 1, rent reduction June, July,
and August. Call, (218)-299-4304
or (218)-287-1047.

www.mnstate.edu/advocate

Help Wanted
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Looking for summer employment? Knight Printing Co. of
Fargo is now taking applications
for June 1-August 30. Full-time
day and evening shifts. Wide
range of departmental positions
available Apply in person at 16
S. 16th St. Fargo. No phone
calls please.
Office Max Print & Document
Services has immediate openings. Evenings and weekends,
approx. 20-25 hrs/week.
Responsibilities include assisting
with printing, binding and
designing needs. Contact Mike
or Paul at (218)-287-3785. 1411
Center Ave West Dilworth, MN.
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Graduating and Undecided?
Osmose seeks leasers to run
Utility Pole Inspection crews.
Work is outdoor, physical and
requires travel in several states.
Paid training. $14/hour plus
bonuses after promotion.
www.osmose.com Resume to
JRovang@osmose.com or fax it
to (218)-233-0817.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Counselors, speech, occupational therapists, aides, reading
instructors, recreation, crafts,
and waterfront personnel needed for a summer camp in ND.
Salary plus room and board.
Contact Dan Mimnaugh Camp
Grassick, Box F, Dawson, ND
58428, (701)-327-4251, e-mail
grasbeck@bektel.com

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the
phone. No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on
Thursday, no exceptions.
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❒ STROKE, from front
(AVM), a relatively rare short
circuit in the blood vessels of
her brain. A congenital disorder, it increasingly puts pressure on the brain’s arterial

vessels, which may eventually
lead to a stroke.
That summer, Mayo Clinic
neurosurgeons were able to
remove about a quarter of the

AVM, but decided not to exercise the entire tangle because
of the potential risk of more
severe brain damage.
“The doctors said I’d live a
normal life and everything
would be fine,” Krista said.
“Little did I know that it would
eventually turn my life upside
down.”
Following her life-threatening stroke, however, surgeons
removed the entire AVM.
“At that point,” her father
said, “the doctors told me
there was nothing to lose.”
The traumatic experience for
her parents began when the
county sheriff’s car drove up
to their doorstep 14 miles outside of Grand Rapids, Minn.
He informed them of Krista’s
situation and an intense by a
tense five-hour drive to
Rochester followed.
“Thank goodness our pastor
volunteered to drive us,” her
mother, Mary, said.
At 2 a.m. that morning, doctors allowed her parents,
along with her brother and
sister, into the recovery room.
“I was in shock,” said her
mother, who works in a Grand
Rapids clinic. “There were
tubes and equipment attached
all over her. She was bandaged like a mummy, and she
was so swollen from the
surgery. The incision in her
head was sealed with more
than 50 staples.”
The next morning, Krista’s
boyfriend, David Roberts, also
an MSUM student (they’re still
together) and 10 friends from
MSUM arrived at the hospital
to visit Krista.
“The doctors, both in Fargo

and Rochester, were tremendous
and
encouraging,”
Krista’s mother said. “But
with brain surgery, they just
couldn’t predict what the outcome would be.”
With her mother at her side
throughout, Krista remained
in intensive care for a week,
then began a grueling therapy
routine for the next three
months, both in the hospital
and as an inpatient at St.
Mary’s.
Therapy involved a minimum
of eight rehabilitative sessions
a day, ranging from physical
and speech to vocational and
cognitive therapy.
“I even had facial therapy
because when I smiled, only
the right side of my face reacted,” she said. “But I was determined to walk out of the hospital on my own, without a
wheelchair.”
On December 12 2004, she
did just that, using a leg brace
and a cane.
The following week, she was
back in Fargo, working with
MeritCare doctors and therapists to continue her recovery.
“There was no question
about returning to MSUM to
get my degree,” she said.
“Fargo-Moorhead had become
my home, and I was determined to finish college.
Actually, I didn’t have an
alternative.”
Krista’s academic adviser,
Susanne Williams, described
her as “strong, spunky and a
fighter. She really didn’t want
any help from the university.”
Returning to campus with a
leg brace and a cane was awkward for the former athlete.

But within a year she was
walking on her own.
“I needed some help in my
computer classes,” she said.
“Hitting option-click is difficult if your left hand doesn’t
work well.”
Last fall, Ott finally got her
driver’s license back. “That
was the hardest part for me,”
she said, “not being able to
drive myself around, depending on friends and the bus.”
Since returning to MSUM,
some tingling has returned to
Krista’s left hand and leg—the
first signs that nerves are
beginning to repair themselves.
“I’m in a wedding this summer,” she said, “and I’m determined to have that left hand
back to normal.”
Krista describes herself as
persistent in her recovery from
the stroke. An unused wheelchair that sits in her parents’
house is a testament to her
recovery.
But not unexpectedly, she
did lapse into despair, on rare
occasions.
“I was one of Krista’s cheerleaders
throughout
the
ordeal,” her father said. “But I
remember one day we just sat
in her hospital room and cried
together. I felt so inadequate
and didn’t think I had the
strength of character she had
to overcome so much.”
He has, however, noticed a
marked difference in his
daughter. “She certainly is
more mature now,” he said.
“Once you’ve been to the edge
like she has, it gives you a better perspective on life.”

❒ UNITED WAY, from front
Concordia senior Lynn Lundebreck is coordinating much of the development of the TCAB.
She sees the TCAB as a great resource for the
campuses. Potentially, the Tri-College Advisory
Board could serve as a mediator between campus organizations and places such as the
Dorothy Day Foundation. The collected funds
could go further and contribute to more than
one agency as the agencies’ applications would
be reviewed and prioritized by the board.
Lundebreck also sees the organization’s first
year as an exciting step for the students who
get involved.
“Since this is completely brand new, we are
basically trying to get students interested in it,
and any student that gets involved with it in
the first year will be the ones thinking ‘how are
we going to shape this organization, ‘How are

we going to make it successful at each
school?’” Lundebreck said.
The United Way is currently seeking applicants for the Advisory Board and has extended
its application deadline to April 22nd. Students
interested in joining need to be able to make a
September through May time commitment.
Students from all majors are welcome.
Applications
are
available
online
at
www.uwcc.net.
For more information about the United Way
Tri-College
Advisory
Board,
contact
Lundebreck at lmlundeb@cord.edu or call
United Way at (701) 237-5050.

Knudson can be reached
at knudsobr@mnstate.edu.

❒ CENTER, from front
Hastings and Chivetta will
eventually translate the information provided by the committee to create a realistic
design, said Karen MehnertMeland, director of student
union and activities.
“It will be interesting how
they assimilate everything,”
she said. “Of course, everybody won’t get everything they
want.”
Mehnert-Meland said all of
the service areas and other
services in the current student union are up for re-evaluation. She said there is nothing really sacred, and the
most important thing is to
have a good design that will
best meet student needs.

“This is a really important
project,”
Mehnert-Miland
said. “It’s going to be here way
beyond my years, and we
want to make sure we make
the right decisions.”
Some of the issues involved
in the eventual design include
whether Kise will need to be
refurbished or rebuilt, possibly connecting the Student
Center to the current library
building
and
combining
career services and the counseling center, Wiese said.
He also said some future
changes could involve connecting the Center with a residence hall and possibly eliminating 14th Street or restructuring it so it isn’t so wide.

Mehnert-Meland said the
CMU staff has toured other
campus’ student unions to get
ideas for the new Student
Center such as a multi-use
space with a coffee house feel.
She said the survey that the
CMU conducted this year
received a “pretty high
response rate” and will also be
used in planning the new
facility.
“The one thing we really do
want to know is what students want,” Mehnert-Meland
said. “This is really their
building and their program.”

Café and even (sometimes) the
main union is quite frustrating considering it means that
our Union would rather support outside concerns and
entertainment than taking

advantage
of
the
wonderfully eclectic, student
operated, resource that is
KMSC, Dragon Radio.
Adam Quesnell
MSUM Grad student

Hacking can be reached
at sarahacking@hotmail.com.

❒ QUESNELL, from 4
fee for Froggy 99.9 or Light
Days 104 (whatever the craptemporary station is called).
Bottom line, Dragon Radio
constantly getting the stick in
the Union lab and Union City

